Choosing the “Perfect” Bat:
Few decisions impact a baseball player’s experience as much as choosing the perfect
baseball bat. This decision can also be a nightmare for parents with the numerous options
and the unbelievable costs. Just keep in mind, we once used sticks that we yanked right out
of the most proximal tree as our offensive accessory. The bat should be an appropriate and
manageable size, weight, and length; and one that fits within your budget. Remember, the
best bats are not always the most expensive bats.
Today’s technology provides ball players more options than ever when it comes to choosing
the “right” bat. Please make sure to do some homework to find the perfect option. When
selecting a youth bat, make sure the player is comfortable with the size of the bat they’re
swinging. The bat should not be too heavy or long, creating a “dragging” of the bat through
the hitting zone. Personal preference plays a key part in selecting a baseball bat, especially
for youth players beginning their baseball journey. While heavier baseball bats may provide
more power, and lighter baseball bats will give a player more bat control and increased bat
speed, the bat needs to feel comfortable to the player through the complete swing. Please
consider the following when choosing your “perfect” baseball bat:
•

Association rules

First and foremost, please check with your association's rules and regulations to confirm
acceptable bats for play. The type of youth baseball bat you buy is also largely dependent
upon your league about what types of bats are and are not permitted. Many organization
exist including; ASA, USSSA, Babe Ruth, and Little League baseball and all have different
bat standards. It is recommended to purchase a bat that is suitable for multiple
associations.
•

Size and weight of the bat

The size and weight of the bat are critical to the success of a child’s offensive baseball
success. Youth baseball bats generally have a drop ratio anywhere between -10 and 13.5. This ratio represents the difference between the bat length and the bat weight. A
higher drop ratio will mean the bat is lighter, while a smaller drop ratio will indicate the
bat is heavier. Stronger players may prefer a heavier bat to generate more power, and a
smaller batter may make a lighter choice to generate more bat speed. The bat should
feel comfortable to hold and swing while producing the maximum amount of power
without sacrificing bat speed. However, at the end of the day choosing a bat really comes
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down to personal preference. Below is a height and weight chart that can provide a
starting place for choosing the “perfect” bat:

Image Credit: www.academy.com
Note: There is an age-old debate between an end-loaded vs. balanced bat which has
been on-going for nearly a century. Users and advocates for both sides will swear that
they see more success than the other group, but really this comes down to the individual
user preference. An end-loaded bat has more of the weight of the bat distributed
towards the end of the barrel, resulting in a bat that feels heavier to swing, much like an
axe. A balanced bat, on the contrary, feels like the weight is evenly distributed and will
swing more like a broom stick. Power hitters generally prefer end-loaded bats which
creates more whip or torque supporting the theory that the ball travels further with an
end-loaded bat. On the contrary contact hitters may choose a balanced bat that aids in
better bat control allowing the ball to be sprayed all over the field. Remember, a bat is a
personal preference and should feel comfortable to grip and swing.
•

Barrel Construction

The material of construction of the barrel should also be taken into consideration. Bats
may consist of composite construction, aluminum alloy construction and different types
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of wood species (maple, pine, hickory). The barrels made using composite material are
usually stronger and can typically hit the ball further, though the differences between
wood and composite are not what they use to be. The “sweetspot” of the bat or barrel is
also generally larger with composite bats. Aluminum bats are less expensive and tend to
last longer than composite bats. However, aluminum bats tend to dent more easily and
the “sweet-spot” is much smaller. Aluminum bats also seem to sting children’s hands
more if the ball is not hit properly square on the barrel. A good alternative is a hybrid
approach, which offers some elements of both composite and alloy construction in the
barrel. These generally run middle-of-the-line in terms of price and can offer the best of
both worlds. Alternatively, if your child is a baseball purist, wood bats are an option and
are the cheapest short-term option but can get expensive of the child has a difficult time
squaring the ball up on the barrel of the bat. A general recommendation is to use a wood
bat for practice and a composite, aluminum or hybrid bat for live batting practice and
games. Remember to wrap athletic tape around the barrel of your wooden practice bat
to prevent splintering or you can “bone” the bat if you prefer.
•

Robustness and Hardiness

Nearly all bats, even wood bats come with some type of limited warranty period in which
the bat may be returned if damaged. Sending a broken bat to the manufacture and
receiving a new bat in return is a one-time event, as the bat received will be marked as
NR or No Return. Once the warrants period passes the bat can no longer be returned if
damaged. Some key recommendations to insure the bat has a long shelf-life include:
o avoid using your bat in sub-optimal conditions such as cold weather
o keep the bat in a protective bat bag when not in use
o treat your bat with respect and avoid throwing, flipping or hitting your bat on
surfaces other than a baseball
o AVOID hitting rubber cage balls
o limit use to a single player, YOU
•

Break-in Time

Bats typically require “break-in” time, thus purchase and use the bat 3 to 6 months prior
to the start of the season. This will leave enough time to make sure the bat is ready for
use by the time the season starts. When breaking in a bat, it is important to rotate the
bat a quarter turn or 45° every time a ball is hit to evenly break in the barrel and
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specifically the “sweetspot”. Some bats are broken-in before you buy them, which will be
described as ‘hot out of the wrapper’. These manufacturers use an accelerated break-in
process to loosen up the carbon fibers in the barrel.
•

Price

Finally, and certainly not least, when it comes to factors to consider when purchasing a
youth baseball bat, the price you are willing to pay should be at the top of that list. Make
sure to set and stick to your budget as the cost of bats these days is a little outrageous
and can get out of hand. Spending $300 for a bat for a Shetland player is simply ludacris,
and absolutely, not necessary. As a rule of thumb, you can expect to spend more on
composite bats as opposed to alloy or aluminum bats. Wood bats will be the most
economical as a one-time purchase, however wood is more apt to break thus multiple
purchases within a season may be required. Do not think that you need to spend the
most money in order to get the best bat or you will end up caught up in a vicious cycle
costing thousands of dollars. It is better to ascertain what you need based on your swing
type, your desired results and your budget. It is very likely that a bat that is more
expensive will not perform for you as well as a cheaper alternative that better fits your
swing in terms of weighting, feel, and construction.
All bats, unless otherwise noted, will be covered by a Manufacturer's Warranty. The
typical warranty period is a full twelve (12) month warranty from the date of purchase,
although some manufacturers have modified that policy to 400 or 500 days or two years
(depending on the item). Regardless of the warranty period, the coverage tends to be the
same. The Manufacturer's Warranty, subject to evaluation, usually covers the following
defects to items such as breaking, end cap damage, loose knob, internal rattle, and
denting. The Manufacturer's Warranty does NOT cover bats that have been “abused,
altered in any way or mistreated; bats that have been used in a commercial batting cage,
bats used after initial failure, etc." For a complete list of the warranty information, please
contact the Vendor directly.
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Below are tips that will help you keep your baseball bats in the best condition possible
for the longest time possible:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most important, use regulation leather covered baseball and softballs and NOT
rubber cage balls, as rubber balls are the biggest culprit of broken bats. If hitting
rubber cage balls simply use a wood bat with tape around the barrel.
Only use bats in temperatures above 60°F (16°C).
Do not store the bat in extremely hot or cold temperature areas.
Do not hit metal cleats with the bat.
Do not hit waterlogged balls.
Routinely check your bat for any damage.
Rotate your bat ¼ turn each swing (this prevents one side of the barrel from
becoming prematurely worn down).
Do not throw your bat.

Finding the right youth baseball bat is not a difficult process, but will require a time
investment to conduct the research necessary to test drive and purchase the perfect youth
baseball bat. Please remember that the perfect bat for your player will likely be different
than a bat for someone else. Happy shopping and if you find that perfect “Ball Cannon”,
please let me know as I would like to try it out!
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